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The Geography of Bliss
The complexities of the brain and nervous system make neuroscience an inherently
interdisciplinary pursuit, one that comprises disparate basic, clinical, and applied
disciplines. Behavioral neuroscientists approach the brain and nervous system as
instruments of sensation and response; cognitive neuroscientists view the same
systems as a solitary computer with a focus on representations and processes. The
Oxford Handbook of Social Neuroscience marks the emergence of a third broad
perspective in this field. Social neuroscience emphasizes the functions that emerge
through the coaction and interaction of conspecifics, the neural mechanisms that
underlie these functions, and the commonality and differences across social species
and superorganismal structures. With an emphasis on the neural, hormonal, cellular,
and genetic mechanisms underlying social behavior, social neuroscience places
emphasis on the associations and influences between social and biological levels of
organization. This complex interdisciplinary perspective demands theoretical,
methodological, statistical, and inferential rigor to effectively integrate basic, clinical,
and applied perspectives on the nervous system and brain. Reflecting the diverse
perspectives that make up this field, The Oxford Handbook of Social Neuroscience
brings together perspectives from across the sciences in one authoritative volume.

Mind to Matter
In this original and groundbreaking book, Dr Andrew Newberg and Mark Robert
Waldmanturn their attention to the pinnacle of the human experience: enlightenment.
Through his brain-scan studies on Brazilian psychic mediums, Sufi mystics, Buddhist
meditators, Franciscan nuns, Pentecostals, and participants in secular spirituality
rituals, Newberg has found the specific neurological mechanisms responsible for an
enlightenment experience - and how we can activate those circuits in our own brains.
In his survey of more than one thousand people who have experienced
enlightenment, Newberg has also discovered that in the aftermath they have had
profound, positive life changes. Enlightenment offers us the possibility to become
permanently less stress-prone, to break bad habits, to improve our collaboration and
creativity skills, and to lead happier, more satisfying lives. Relaying the story of his
own transformational experience as well as including the stories of others who try to
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describe an event that is truly indescribable, Newberg brings us a new paradigm for
deep and lasting change.

Transcending the Levels of Consciousness
Part travel memoir, part humor, and part twisted self-help guide, The Geography of
Bliss takes the reader across the globe to investigate not what happiness is, but
WHERE it is. Are people in Switzerland happier because it is the most democratic
country in the world? Do citizens of Qatar, awash in petrodollars, find joy in all that
cash? Is the King of Bhutan a visionary for his initiative to calculate Gross National
Happiness? Why is Asheville, North Carolina so damn happy? In a unique mix of
travel, psychology, science and humor, Eric Weiner answers those questions and
many others, offering travelers of all moods some interesting new ideas for sunnier
destinations and dispositions.

No Self, No Problem
A groundbreaking work of science that confirms, for the first time, the independent
existence of the mind–and demonstrates the possibilities for human control over the
workings of the brain. Conventional science has long held the position that 'the mind'
is merely an illusion, a side effect of electrochemical activity in the physical brain.
Now in paperback, Dr Jeffrey Schwartz and Sharon Begley's groundbreaking work,
The Mind and the Brain, argues exactly the opposite: that the mind has a life of its
own.Dr Schwartz, a leading researcher in brain dysfunctions, and Wall Street Journal
science columnist Sharon Begley demonstrate that the human mind is an independent
entity that can shape and control the functioning of the physical brain. Their work has
its basis in our emerging understanding of adult neuroplasticity–the brain's ability to
be rewired not just in childhood, but throughout life, a trait only recently established
by neuroscientists. Through decades of work treating patients with
obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD), Schwartz made an extraordinary finding:
while following the therapy he developed, his patients were effecting significant and
lasting changes in their own neural pathways. It was a scientific first: by actively
focusing their attention away from negative behaviors and toward more positive ones,
Schwartz's patients were using their minds to reshape their brains–and discovering a
thrilling new dimension to the concept of neuroplasticity. The Mind and the Brain
follows Schwartz as he investigates this newly discovered power, which he calls
self–directed neuroplasticity or, more simply, mental force. It describes his work with
noted physicist Henry Stapp and connects the concept of 'mental force' with the
ancient practice of mindfulness in Buddhist tradition. And it points to potential new
applications that could transform the treatment of almost every variety of
neurological dysfunction, from dyslexia to stroke–and could lead to new strategies to
help us harness our mental powers. Yet as wondrous as these implications are,
perhaps even more important is the philosophical dimension of Schwartz's work. For
the existence of mental force offers convincing scientific evidence of human free will,
and thus of man's inherent capacity for moral choice.

Bliss More
The cutting edge of medicine today is not to be found in invasive therapies like drugs
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and surgeries. It is in the disciplines that used to be regarded as "soft" medicine:
prayer, intention, energy healing, acupressure, and similar therapies. Overwhelming
evidence from hundreds of scientific studies are showing that these safe, noninvasive approaches are often more effective, sometimes many times more effective,
than conventional medicine. Two of the pioneers in the field, Dr. Norman Shealy,
founder of the American Holistic Medical Association and world-famous
neurosurgeon, and Dr. Dawson Church, one of the foremost writers and researchers
in vibrational healing, and the editor or author of many books on the subject, explain
the fundamentals of energy medicine, its many applications to common ailments, and
the latest scientific research.

Bliss Brain
Neural plasticity-the discovery that the brain is capable of rewiring itself-is now
widely understood. But what few people have grasped yet is how quickly this is
happening, how extensive brain changes can be, and how much control each of us has
over the process. In Bliss Brain, famed researcher Dawson Church digs deep into
leading-edge science, and finds stunning evidence of rapid and radical brain change.
In just eight weeks of practice, 12 minutes a day, using the right techniques, we can
produce measurable changes in our brains. These make us calmer, happier, and more
resilient. When we cultivate these pleasurable states over time, they become traits.
We don't just feel more blissful as a temporary state; the changes are literally hardwired into our brains, becoming stable and enduring personality traits. The startling
conclusions of Church's research show that neural remodeling goes much farther than
scientists have previously understood, with stress circuits shriveling over time.
Simultaneously, "The Enlightenment Circuit"-associated with happiness, compassion,
productivity, creativity, and resilience-expands. During deep meditation, Church
shows how "the 7 neurochemicals of ecstasy" are released in our brains. These
include anandamide, a neurotransmitter that's been named "the bliss molecule"
because it mimics the effects of THC, the active ingredient in cannabis. It boosts
serotonin and dopamine; the first is an analog of psilocybin, the second of cocaine. He
shows how cultivating these elevated emotional states literally produces a selfinduced high. While writing Bliss Brain, Church went through a series of disasters,
including escaping seconds ahead of a California wildfire that consumed his home and
office and claimed 22 lives. The fire triggered a painful medical condition and a
financial disaster. Through it all, Church steadily practiced the techniques of Bliss
Brain while teaching them to thousands of other people. This book weaves his story
of resilience into the fabric of neuroscience, producing a fascinating picture of just
how happy we can make our brains, no matter what the odds.

The Genie in Your Genes
In the last fifteen years, there has been significant interest in studying the brain
structures involved in moral judgments using novel techniques from neuroscience
such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Many people, including a
number of philosophers, believe that results from neuroscience have the potential to
settle seemingly intractable debates concerning the nature, practice, and reliability of
moral judgments. This has led to a flurry of scientific and philosophical activities,
resulting in the rapid growth of the new field of moral neuroscience. There is now a
vast array of ongoing scientific research devoted towards understanding the neural
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correlates of moral judgments, accompanied by a large philosophical literature aimed
at interpreting and examining the methodology and the results of this research. This
is the first volume to take stock of fifteen years of research of this fast-growing field
of moral neuroscience and to recommend future directions for research. It features
the most up-to-date research in this area, and it presents a wide variety of
perspectives on this topic.

Awakening the Mind
We're used to thinking about the self as an independent entity, something that we
either have or are. In The Ego Tunnel, philosopher Thomas Metzinger claims
otherwise: No such thing as a self exists. The conscious self is the content of a
model created by our brain - an internal image, but one we cannot experience as an
image. Everything we experience is ''a virtual self in a virtual reality.'' But if the self
is not ''real,'' why and how did it evolve? How does the brain construct it? Do we still
have souls, free will, personal autonomy, or moral accountability? In a time when the
science of cognition is becoming as controversial as evolution, The Ego Tunnel
provides a stunningly original take on the mystery of the mind.

The Ego Tunnel
Renowned researcher Dawson Church examines stunning scientific evidence that
shows how, in just eight weeks of practice, 12 minutes a day, we can produce
measurable changes in our brains that make us calmer, happier and more resilient.
The startling conclusions of Dawson's research on neuroplasticity show that stress
circuits actually shrivel over time while our 'Enlightenment Circuit' - associated with
happiness, productivity, resilience - expands. In this book, he explores how deep
meditation releases 'the 7 neurochemicals of ecstasy' in our brains; some of these
include the 'bliss molecule' anandamide, which boosts serotonin and dopamine,
creating a self-induced high. Our brain literally has the power to make us feel
happier, calmer, more creative and compassionate. While writing Bliss Brain, Dawson
went through a series of disasters, including escaping a California wildfire that
consumed his home and triggered a painful medical condition as well as financial
disaster for him. Through it all, he steadily practised the techniques of Bliss Brain
while teaching them to thousands of people. This book blends his story of resilience
with neuroscience, producing a fascinating picture of just how happy we can make
our brains, no matter the odds.

Rhythms of the Brain
Key Thinkers in Neuroscience provides insight into the life and work of some of the
most significant minds that have shaped the field. Studies of the human brain have
been varied and complex, and the field is rich in pioneers whose endeavours have
broken new ground in neuroscience. Adopting a chronological and multi-disciplinary
approach to each Key Thinker, the book highlights their extraordinary contributions
to neuroscience. Beginning with Santiago Ramon y Cajal and finishing with the
philosophers Patricia Churchland and Paul Churchland, this book provides a
comprehensive look at the new ideas and discoveries that have shaped
neuroscientific research and practice, and the people that have been invaluable to this
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field. This book will be an indispensable companion for all students of neuroscience
and the history of psychology, as well as anyone interested in how we have built our
knowledge of the brain.

Moral Brains
While in grad school in the early 1990s, Chris Niebauer began to notice striking
parallels between the latest discoveries in psychology, neuroscience, and the
teachings of Buddhism, Taoism, and other schools of Eastern thought. When he
presented his findings to a professor, his ideas were quickly dismissed as “pure
coincidence, nothing more.” Fast-forward 20 years later and Niebauer is a PhD and a
tenured professor, and the Buddhist-neuroscience connection he found as a student is
practically its own genre in the bookstore. But according to Niebauer, we are just
beginning to understand the link between Eastern philosophy and the latest findings
in psychology and neuroscience and what these assimilated ideas mean for the human
experience. In this groundbreaking book, Niebauer writes that the latest research in
neuropsychology is now confirming a fundamental tenet of Buddhism, what is called
Anatta, or the doctrine of “no self.” Niebauer writes that our sense of self, or what
we commonly refer to as the ego, is an illusion created entirely by the left side of the
brain. Niebauer is quick to point out that this doesn't mean that the self doesn't exist
but rather that it does so in the same way that a mirage in the middle of the desert
exists, as a thought rather than a thing. His conclusions have significant ramifications
for much of modern psychological modalities, which he says are spending much of
their time trying to fix something that isn’t there. What makes this book unique is
that Niebauer offers a series of exercises to allow the reader to experience this truth
for him- or herself, as well as additional tools and practices to use after reading the
book, all of which are designed to change the way we experience the world—a way
that is based on being rather than thinking.

The Athlete's Way
This book presents the research and evidence behind Emotional Freedom Technique
in an easy-to-read manner and also offers client stories of their experiences. What is
EFT, and what happens when you use it? Emotional Freedom Techniques, or simply
EFT, is a powerful way to deal with unresolved issues, transform beliefs, and
reprogram yourself for greater happiness and success. Commonly called tapping,
EFT has been utilized by thousands people worldwide. If you're holding this book,
you've probably tried it at least once--or heard about it from a friend. EFT
researcher and author Peta Stapleton, Ph.D., brings together the history and cuttingedge research of tapping. She also shows how tapping can be used for a whole host
of ailments, including anxiety, weight issues, depression, trauma, and more. Dr.
Stapleton's own groundbreaking study involving food cravings in overweight adults
helped establish EFT as an effective, valid form of therapy. In The Science behind
Tapping, you'll come away with a deeper understanding of what EFT is and how it
can help you. The book starts with a beginner's guide to EFT, which includes tapping
statements and phrases, as well as helpful charts showing the location of tapping
acupoints on the face and upper body. After taking you through its many uses, Dr.
Stapleton also explores the common obstacles to success with EFT--and how to
combat them. Get ready to learn more about EFT and its incredible possibilities.
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Bliss
Bringing together leading researchers, this book comprehensively covers what is
known about the amygdala, with a unique focus on what happens when this key brain
region is damaged or missing. Offering a truly comparative approach, the volume
presents research on rats, monkeys, and humans. It reports on compelling cases of
people living without an amygdala, whether due to genetic conditions, disease, or
other causes. The consequences for an individual's ability to detect danger and
regulate emotions--and for broader cognitive and social functions--are explored, as
are lessons learned about brain pathways and plasticity. The volume delves into the
role of the amygdala in psychiatric disorders and identifies important directions for
future research. Illustrations include six color plates.

Bliss Brain
Explores commonly-held myths of the brain through the lens of scientific research,
backing up claims with studies and other evidence from the literature Looks at
enduring myths such as "Do we only use 10% of our brain?", "Pregnant women lose
their mind", "Right-brained people are more creative" and many more

The Upward Spiral
Can you imagine a world where drug companies throw bake sales to make ends
meet? A world without all the jaw clenching, nail biting, and stress-induced melt
downs? Eighty percent of health problems today are due to the downstream effects
of stress, so learning to break free from stress could dramatically improve your
mood, your relationships, your health––and your life. In Wired for Joy , researcher
and New York Times -bestselling author Laurel Mellin presents a simple yet proven
way to train your brain to move through stress and back to joy. Her method has been
called the missing link in health care, as it focuses on rewiring the emotional
brain—the caldron of our stress—rather than the thinking brain, which has been the
focus of most other stress-busting methods. Based on the cutting-edge science of
neuroplasticity, Mellin outlines the five states of the emotional brain. For each state
she presents a specific tool that easily and quickly switches the brain back to a state
of well-being. Once you know how to make that switch, life becomes easier, and
stress symptoms—depression, anxiety, overeating, high blood pressure—tend to fade.
Finally, instead of focusing on the symptoms of stress, we can change the wiring that
triggers it and experience new sense of freedom in our lives.

Soul Medicine
New research and new discoveries in epigenetics, neuroscience, electromagnetism,
psychology, public health and quantum physics are demonstrating that thoughts can
indeed be profoundly creative. In Mind to Matter, award-winning author Dawson
Church examines the scientific facts behind the popular concept of 'manifesting' and
reviews its possibilities and its limits. As we discover how the universe operates
synchronistically, we come to understand that while we have individual local minds,
we also participate in a universal nonlocal mind. Mind to Matter shows us that as we
take charge of our individual power to create, we have the potential, as a species, to
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catalyse a transformation of our whole world.

The Science Behind Tapping
Depression can feel like a downward spiral, pulling you into a vortex of sadness,
fatigue, and apathy. In The Upward Spiral, neuroscientist Alex Korb demystifies the
intricate brain processes that cause depression and offers a practical and effective
approach to getting better. Based on the latest research in neuroscience, this book
provides dozens of straightforward tips you can do every day to rewire your brain
and create an upward spiral towards a happier, healthier life. Whether you suffer
from depression or just want a better understanding of the brain, this book offers an
engaging and informative look at the neuroscience behind our emotions, thoughts, and
actions. The truth is that there isn’t one big solution to depression, but there are
numerous simple steps you can take to alter brain activity and chemistry. Some are
as easy as relaxing certain muscles to reduce anxiety, or getting more sunlight to
improve your mood. Small steps in the right direction can have profound
effects—giving you the power to become your best self as you literally reshape your
brain, one small change at a time.

EFT for PTSD
Award-winning author and thought leader Dawson Church, Ph.D., blends cutting-edge
neuroscience with intense firsthand experience to show you how you can rewire your
brain for happiness-starting right now. Neural plasticity-the discovery that the brain
is capable of rewiring itself-is now widely understood. But what few people have
grasped yet is how quickly this is happening, how extensive brain changes can be,
and how much control each of us has over the process. In Bliss Brain, famed
researcher Dawson Church digs deep into leading-edge science, and finds stunning
evidence of rapid and radical brain change. In just eight weeks of practice, 12
minutes a day, using the right techniques, we can produce measurable changes in our
brains. These make us calmer, happier, and more resilient. When we cultivate these
pleasurable states over time, they become traits. We don't just feel more blissful as a
temporary state; the changes are literally hard-wired into our brains, becoming stable
and enduring personality traits. The startling conclusions of Church's research show
that neural remodeling goes much farther than scientists have previously understood,
with stress circuits shriveling over time. Simultaneously, "The Enlightenment
Circuit"-associated with happiness, compassion, productivity, creativity, and
resilience-expands. During deep meditation, Church shows how "the 7
neurochemicals of ecstasy" are released in our brains. These include anandamide, a
neurotransmitter that's been named "the bliss molecule" because it mimics the effects
of THC, the active ingredient in cannabis. It boosts serotonin and dopamine; the first
is an analog of psilocybin, the second of cocaine. He shows how cultivating these
elevated emotional states literally produces a self-induced high.

Key Thinkers in Neuroscience
The astonishing New York Times bestseller that chronicles how a brain scientist's
own stroke led to enlightenment On December 10, 1996, Jill Bolte Taylor, a thirtyseven- year-old Harvard-trained brain scientist experienced a massive stroke in the
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left hemisphere of her brain. As she observed her mind deteriorate to the point that
she could not walk, talk, read, write, or recall any of her life-all within four hoursTaylor alternated between the euphoria of the intuitive and kinesthetic right brain, in
which she felt a sense of complete well-being and peace, and the logical, sequential
left brain, which recognized she was having a stroke and enabled her to seek help
before she was completely lost. It would take her eight years to fully recover. For
Taylor, her stroke was a blessing and a revelation. It taught her that by "stepping to
the right" of our left brains, we can uncover feelings of well-being that are often
sidelined by "brain chatter." Reaching wide audiences through her talk at the
Technology, Entertainment, Design (TED) conference and her appearance on Oprah's
online Soul Series, Taylor provides a valuable recovery guide for those touched by
brain injury and an inspiring testimony that inner peace is accessible to anyone.

The Heart of Healing
The now widely known Map of calibrated levels of Consciousness was presented in
Power vs. Force in 1995 and has been translated into all the world's major languages.
This was followed by The Eye of the I (2001), I: Reality and Subjectivity (2003),
and Truth vs. Falsehood (2005), which explored the levels of Truth reflected
throughout society. Transcending the Levels of Consciousness returns to the
exploration of the ego's expressions and inherent limitations and gives detailed
explanations and instructions on how to transcend them. As with the reading of Dr.
Hawkins' previous books, the reader's level of consciousness is advanced as a
consequence of exposure to the information itself. This opens up avenues to the
relief of suffering for oneself and others, which fulfills the purpose of the work and
the intention to facilitate the reader's own Enlightenment.

The Oxford Handbook of Social Neuroscience
Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a terrible burden to bear. It not only
affects people psychologically, robbing them of peace of mind and inner tranquility; it
damages them physically. Traumatic stress can result from negative emotional
experiences during childhood. It can also arise in adults as a result of war, assault, or
similarly traumatic experiences. In scientific studies of war veterans, refugees and
other traumatized groups conducted by respected researcher Dawson Church, EFT
has been shown to reduce or eliminate PTSD symptoms, sometimes in just a few
short sessions. It is based on Clinical EFT, the only version of EFT to be validated in
dozens of scientific studies. This manual is the authoritative source for using EFT for
PTSD, from the most active researcher in the field. It also contains special sections
that gather together the experience of many physicians, psychotherapists, social
workers and coaches who have used Clinical EFT for PTSD, and presents a picture
of hope and healing.

Never Enough
Heart of the New Healer is a compilation of original essays from many of today's
leaders in the healing arts. Both world-famous authorities, and intriguing new voices,
are combined in this unique survey assembled by award-winning editor Dawson
Church.Fifteen years ago, Dawson edited a best-selling book called The Heart of the
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Healer (New American Library, 1989). It was an influential book, reviewed in
Publisher's Weekly, Library Journal and many other places, excerpted in the LA
Times and other national media, and used by many colleges as a supplementary
text.Now, Heart of the New Healer surveys some of the most fascinating healers and
thinkers of a new generation. From the most cutting-edge scientific studies to ancient
techniques like Hindu Pranic healing, with humor, wisdom, and vast experience, the
authors chart the seismic changes that are radically reshaping our society's concept
of health. If you want to know where the future of health care is headed, or get a
spectrum of brilliant and current perspectives and practices to support your personal
health, this book is essential reading.

How Enlightenment Changes Your Brain
How to rewire your brain to improve virtually every aspect of your life-based on the
latest research in neuroscience and psychology on neuroplasticity and evidencebased practices Not long ago, it was thought that the brain you were born with was
the brain you would die with, and that the brain cells you had at birth were the most
you would ever possess. Your brain was thought to be “hardwired” to function in
predetermined ways. It turns out that's not true. Your brain is not hardwired, it's
"softwired" by experience. This book shows you how you can rewire parts of the
brain to feel more positive about your life, remain calm during stressful times, and
improve your social relationships. Written by a leader in the field of Brain-Based
Therapy, it teaches you how to activate the parts of your brain that have been
underactivated and calm down those areas that have been hyperactivated so that you
feel positive about your life and remain calm during stressful times. You will also
learn to improve your memory, boost your mood, have better relationships, and get a
good night sleep. Reveals how cutting-edge developments in neuroscience, and
evidence-based practices can be used to improve your everyday life Other titles by
Dr. Arden include: Brain-Based Therapy-Adult, Brain-Based Therapy-Child,
Improving Your Memory For Dummies and Heal Your Anxiety Workbook Dr. Arden is
a leader in integrating the new developments in neuroscience with psychotherapy and
Director of Training in Mental Health for Kaiser Permanente for the Northern
California Region Explaining exciting new developments in neuroscience and their
applications to daily living, Rewire Your Brain will guide you through the process of
changing your brain so you can change your life and be free of self-imposed
limitations.

Altered States of Consciousness
Shay Mitchell, star of ABC Family's #1 rated show Pretty Little Liars, and best
friend Michaela Blaney team up to write this sharp, sexy, and entertaining romp
through the imperfect world of 21-year-old BFFs Sophia, Demi, and Leandra. Sophia
Marcus, 21, has already mapped out every aspect of her glamorous life as a
Hollywood actor on her vision board. But her life right now in Toronto is anything but
exciting. Attending fruitless auditions during the day and working at a douche-y club
at night, Sophia is starting to feel like she's going nowhereslowly. Demi Michaels,
Sophia's best friend, didn't go to college after high school. Short of ideas for her own
future, she puts her energy into building the perfect relationship with an older man.
And when that relationship crashes and burns, Demi is left to pick up the pieces.
Sophia's friend (and Demi's frenemy) Leandra Hunting doesn't give a crap about hard
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work or a loving relationship. She has other plans for her future. After college
graduation, Leandra sets out to travel the world in the yachts, planes and limos of
ridiculously wealthy men. Will any of them be able to show her what love really
means-if she can take off her Chanel sunglasses long enough to see it? Set in the
exotic, intoxicating worlds of Hollywood, Thailand, and London, Shay Mitchell and
Michaela Blaney's Bliss paints a relatable portrait of life in your early twenties with
equal parts optimism and fear, hope and disappointment, expectation and reality. It's
the Age of Uncertainty when you can count on nothing, but, if you're lucky enough to
have one truly great friend, you can survive just about anything.

Siddhartha's Brain
This book provides eloquent support for the idea that spontaneous neuron activity,
far from being mere noise, is actually the source of our cognitive abilities. In a
sequence of "cycles," Gy rgy Buzs ki guides the reader from the physics of
oscillations through neuronal assembly organization to complex cognitive processing
and memory storage. His clear, fluid writing-accessible to any reader with some
scientific knowledge-is supplemented by extensive footnotes and references that
make it just as gratifying and instructive a read for the specialist. The coherent view
of a single author who has been at the forefront of research in this exciting field, this
volume is essential reading for anyone interested in our rapidly evolving
understanding of the brain.

My Stroke of Insight
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From a renowned behavioral neuroscientist and
recovering addict, a rare page-turning work of science that draws on personal
insights to reveal how drugs work, the dangerous hold they can take on the brain, and
the surprising way to combat today's epidemic of addiction. Judith Grisel was a daily
drug user and college dropout when she began to consider that her addiction might
have a cure, one that she herself could perhaps discover by studying the brain. Now,
after twenty-five years as a neuroscientist, she shares what she and other scientists
have learned about addiction, enriched by captivating glimpses of her personal
journey. In Never Enough, Grisel reveals the unfortunate bottom line of all regular
drug use: there is no such thing as a free lunch. All drugs act on the brain in a way
that diminishes their enjoyable effects and creates unpleasant ones with repeated
use. Yet they have their appeal, and Grisel draws on anecdotes both comic and tragic
from her own days of using as she limns the science behind the love of various drugs,
from marijuana to alcohol, opiates to psychedelics, speed to spice. With more than
one in five people over the age of fourteen addicted, drug abuse has been called the
most formidable health problem worldwide, and Grisel delves with compassion into
the science of this scourge. She points to what is different about the brains of addicts
even before they first pick up a drink or drug, highlights the changes that take place
in the brain and behavior as a result of chronic using, and shares the surprising
hidden gifts of personality that addiction can expose. She describes what drove her
to addiction, what helped her recover, and her belief that a “cure” for addiction will
not be found in our individual brains but in the way we interact with our communities.
Set apart by its color, candor, and bell-clear writing, Never Enough is a revelatory
look at the roles drugs play in all of our lives and offers crucial new insight into how
we can solve the epidemic of abuse.
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Rewire Your Brain
Dawson Church applies the insights of the new field of Epigenetics (epi=above, i.e.
control above the level of the gene) to healing. Citing hundreds of scientific studies,
he shows how beliefs and emotions can trigger the expression of DNA strands. He
focuses on a class of genes called Immediate Early Genes or IEGs. These genes turn
on within a few seconds of a stimulus. They can be triggered by thoughts or
emotions. Many IEGs are regulatory genes turn on other genes that affect specific
aspects of our immune system, such as the production of white blood cells that
destroy attacking bacteria and viruses. Epigenetics thus influences our health every
day. He coins the new term "Epigenetic Medicine" to describe healing techniques with
epigenetic effects. He also summarises the science behind the infant fields of Energy
Psychology and Energy Medicine, both of which offer promising epigenetic medical
therapies, and describes a few of the thousands of powerful personal breakthroughs
that are being achieved by therapists, doctors and lay people practising these
techniques. "The Genie in Your Genes" shows that there is a sound theoretical
framework, based on credible experiments, for understanding these astonishing
results, and predicts that the insights of Epigenetic Medicine will dramatically
advance the fields of both medicine and psychology in the coming decade. Best of all,
the book demonstrates that, by taking control of our consciousness and using it to
influence our genetic expression, we can sometimes bypass years of therapy, as well
as harmful drugs and invasive surgeries, to, in effect, do continuous genetic
engineering on our own bodies. This can produce both immediate relief from longstanding anxieties and neuroses, as well as "miraculous" healing of persistent
physical conditions, especially autoimmune diseases. Among a new crop of books that
chart the way to a positive health future, The Genie in Your Genes stands out as a
solidly grounded and exciting pointer to the future possibilities of a medicine that
links soul to body and mind.

Spite
"Originating from a theme issue first published in the Philosophical transactions of the
Royal Society, series B."

The Mind and the Brain
This is a new and completely revised edition of the original manual for Emotional
Freedom Techniques (EFT), one of the most successful psychology self-help
techniques ever developed. Thousands of people tell amazing stories of how it has
helped them with psychological problems like anxiety, depression, phobias, and
PTSD, as well as physical problems like pain and stress. Author Dawson Church is
the best-known researcher in the field, and this manual is based on Clinical EFT, the
only version of EFT to be validated in dozens of scientific studies. Step by step, you
will learn the "evidence-based" form of EFT used in those studies. You'll discover
how you can identify the hidden roots of emotional problems, and how to alleviate
them using EFTs "Basic Recipe" as well as advanced techniques. This book shows
you how to use Clinical EFT fo a variety of common conditions, including pain, fears,
addictions and cravings, weight issues, insomnia, and guilt. With the healing keys of
EFT, you'll be surprised at how many problems that hold you back can be quickly and
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easily relieved, opening up new possibilities for your life.

Living without an Amygdala
How petty vengeance explains human thriving Spite seems utterly useless. You don't
gain anything by hurting yourself just so you can hurt someone else. So why hasn't
evolution weeded out all the spiteful people? As psychologist Simon McCarthy-Jones
argues, spite seems pointless because we're looking at it wrong. Spite isn't just what
we feel when a car cuts us off or when a partner cheats. It's what we feel when we
want to punish a bad act simply because it was bad. Spite is our fairness instinct, an
innate resistance to exploitation, and it is one of the building blocks of human
civilization. As McCarthy-Jones explains, some of history's most important
developments -- the rise of religions, governments, and even moral codes -- were
actually redirections of spiteful impulses. A provocative, engaging read, Spite shows
that if you really want to understand what makes us human, you can't just look at
noble ideas like altruism and cooperation. You need to understand our darker
impulses as well.

Long-term Potentiation
From one of America’s top meditation teachers comes a revolutionarily simple
approach to everyday practice—especially if you don’t think you have the time or the
patience. Imagine you’re sitting on a cushion with your legs crossed, ready to tap
into unlimited joy. There’s just one problem: You can’t get comfortable (let alone
still), and your head is full of way too many thoughts. The problem is not with
meditation, or you, though—the issue may be with your approach. When properly
understood and practiced, meditation should feel easy, calming, and comfortable. In
Bliss More, maverick instructor Light Watkins provides the tools for making it
E.A.S.Y. (Embrace, Accept, Surrender, Yield), dispels the biggest myths and
misunderstandings, and shares real-world tips and straight talk for hacking into this
ancient practice. The result: a happier and healthier you, inside and out. Watkins also
shares candid testimonials from people whose lives have been enriched through his
method, and extensive resources for transforming a daily chore into an enjoyable
activity. Even the biggest skeptic will look forward to sitting for meditation every
day. Whether you’re a novice or experienced practitioner, Bliss More will shed light
on the path to a clearer mind, better sleep, and more bliss in everyday life. Advance
praise for Bliss More “Light Watkins’s approach to meditation is both simple and
profound. With him as your guide, you will unlock the secrets to establishing a
regular and powerfully healthy daily practice.”—Deepak Chopra, MD, author of The
Healing Self “It’s impossible to read Bliss More and not come away with a
comprehensive understanding of how easy and simple meditation can be, why you
should be practicing it daily, and how it will improve your life in meaningful and
transformative ways.”—Mark Hyman, MD, author of Eat Fat, Get Thin and The Blood
Sugar Solution “Light was my meditation teacher, and Bliss More perfectly
encapsulates the timeless wisdom I learned in his training. If you’re ready to start a
solid meditation practice, look no further.”—Rosario Dawson, actress “In a confusing
world of information, one fact always comes up undisputed—meditating is good for
you. I was ‘too busy’ and ‘didn't know how’ to meditate. Light Watkins has been the
individual to show me just how easy it is to make meditation a part of my everyday
life. We all owe those few minutes a day to ourselves.”—Gabby Reece, professional
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volleyball player and author, My Foot Is Too Big for the Glass Slipper

Great Myths of the Brain
A groundbreaking exploration of the “science of enlightenment,” told through the lens
of the journey of Siddhartha (better known as Buddha), by Guardian science editor
James Kingsland. In a lush grove on the banks of the Neranjara in northern India—400
years before the birth of Christ, when the foundations of western science and
philosophy were being laid by the great minds of Ancient Greece—a prince turned
ascetic wanderer sat beneath a fig tree. His name was Siddhartha Gautama, and he
was discovering the astonishing capabilities of the human brain and the secrets of
mental wellness and spiritual “enlightenment,” the foundation of Buddhism. Framed
by the historical journey and teachings of the Buddha, Siddhartha’s Brain shows how
meditative and Buddhist practice anticipated the findings of modern neuroscience.
Moving from the evolutionary history of the brain to the disorders and neuroses
associated with our technology-driven world, James Kingsland explains why the
ancient practice of mindfulness has been so beneficial and so important for human
beings across time. Far from a New Age fad, the principles of meditation have deep
scientific support and have been proven to be effective in combating many
contemporary psychiatric disorders. Siddhartha posited that “Our life is shaped by
our mind; we become what we think.” As we are increasingly driven to distraction by
competing demands, our ability to focus and control our thoughts has never been
more challenged—or more vital. Siddhartha’s Brain offers a cutting-edge, big-picture
assessment of meditation and mindfulness: how it works, what it does to our brains,
and why meditative practice has never been more important.

The EFT Manual
Beau Lotto, the world-renowned neuroscientist, entrepreneur, and two-time TED
speaker, takes us on a tour of how we perceive the world, and how disrupting it leads
us to create and innovate. Perception is the foundation of human experience, but few
of us understand why we see what we do, much less how. By revealing the startling
truths about the brain and its perceptions, Beau Lotto shows that the next big
innovation is not a new technology: it is a new way of seeing. In his first major book,
Lotto draws on over two decades of pioneering research to explain that our brain
didn't evolve to see the world accurately. It can't! Visually stunning, with entertaining
illustrations and optical illusions throughout, and with clear and comprehensive
explanations of the science behind how our perceptions operate, Deviate will
revolutionize the way you see yourself, others and the world. With this new
understanding of how the brain functions, Deviate is not just an illuminating account
of the neuroscience of thought, behavior, and creativity: it is a call to action, enlisting
readers in their own journey of self-discovery.

Wired for Joy!
The hippocampus is one of a group of remarkable structures embedded within the
brains medial temporal lobe. Long known to be important for memory, it has been a
prime focus of neuroscience research for many years. This volume offers an account
of what the hippocampus does, and what happens when things go wrong.--[Source
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inconnue].

Neurosculpting
The Mind Illuminated is a comprehensive, accessible and - above all - effective book
on meditation, providing a nuts-and-bolts stage-based system that helps all levels of
meditators establish and deepen their practice. Providing step-by-step guidance for
every stage of the meditation path, this uniquely comprehensive guide for a Western
audience combines the wisdom from the teachings of the Buddha with the latest
research in cognitive psychology and neuroscience. Clear and friendly, this in-depth
practice manual builds on the nine-stage model of meditation originally articulated by
the ancient Indian sage Asanga, crystallizing the entire meditative journey into 10
clearly-defined stages. The book also introduces a new and fascinating model of how
the mind works, and uses illustrations and charts to help the reader work through
each stage. This manual is an essential read for the beginner to the seasoned veteran
of meditation.

Deviate
"The Athlete's Way is amazingly informative and complete with a program to get and
keep you off the couch. Bravo, for another exercising zealot who has written a book
that should be read on your elliptical or stationary bike. He pushed me to go farther
on a sleepy Sunday." - John J. Ratey, M.D., author of Spark: The Revolutionary New
Science in Exercise and the Brain, and co-author of Driven to Distraction

The Hippocampus Book
Each moment of our lives, from birth to death, our brains are engaged in an endless
symphony of patterns. In Awakening the Mind, Anna Wise reveals how a careful
understanding of the four types of brain waves, and the practice of carefully designed
meditation exercises that lead to a mastery of each type, can vastly improve
everyday focus, memory, concentration, and overall mental awareness. Over the past
three decades, Wise has measured the brain-wave patterns of spiritual teachers,
artists, high-performing businessmen, athletes, and other highly creative and
productive individuals. She discovered that, during periods of peak mental awareness
and clarity, they all exhibited a specific brain-wave pattern in which the four
categories of brain waves—alpha, beta, theta, and delta—combined in a distinct
configuration. In this book, Wise provides meditation exercises specially developed to
lead readers to achieve that heightened mental state referred to as the Awakened
Mind.

Neuroscience for Teachers
The synthesis of meditation and modern neuroscience has sparked a revolution—more
than ever, we can use specific practices to create positive, lasting changes in our
brains. Lisa Wimberger experienced the power of neuroplasticity firsthand. When
conventional medicine offered no answers for her deadly seizures, she created her
own regimen of meditation and life practices to heal herself. Today, Lisa has
successfully taught her Neurosculpting method to veterans, first responders, and
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clients in the most stressful occupations. With Neurosculpting, she brings readers a
complete guide to this life-changing process, featuring transformative insights and
techniques for: • Engaging the mind-body connection to shape our neural pathways
with positive choices and intentions • Disarming stress triggers, healing trauma,
rewriting limiting beliefs, and liberating yourself from unhealthy habits • Wholebrained meditation—bringing your brain’s left and right hemispheres into harmony to
awaken your full potential • Integrating lifestyle, diet, exercise, and spiritual
practice to create the ideal environment for healing and happiness • Putting it all
together—practical guidance for personalizing your own approach to Neurosculpting
“If you could learn to squeeze the vibrancy and beauty out of each moment of your
life,” writes Wimberger, “would you say yes to a practice that could get you there?”
With an engaging, layman-friendly style that encompasses cutting-edge neuroscience
and our human capacity for hope, free will, love, and spirituality, she offers a
breakthrough guide for taking charge of our health, happiness, and personal growth.

Bliss Brain
What altered states of consciousness—the dissolution of feelings of time and self—can
tell us about the mystery of consciousness. During extraordinary moments of
consciousness—shock, meditative states and sudden mystical revelations, out-of-body
experiences, or drug intoxication—our senses of time and self are altered; we may
even feel time and self dissolving. These experiences have long been ignored by
mainstream science, or considered crazy fantasies. Recent research, however, has
located the neural underpinnings of these altered states of mind. In this book,
neuropsychologist Marc Wittmann shows how experiences that disturb or widen our
everyday understanding of the self can help solve the mystery of consciousness.
Wittmann explains that the relationship between consciousness of time and
consciousness of self is close; in extreme circumstances, the experiences of space
and self intensify and weaken together. He considers the emergence of the self in
waking life and dreams; how our sense of time is distorted by extreme situations
ranging from terror to mystical enlightenment; the experience of the moment; and the
loss of time and self in such disorders as depression, schizophrenia, and epilepsy.
Dostoyevsky reported godly bliss during epileptic seizures; neurologists are now
investigating the phenomenon of the epileptic aura. Wittmann describes new studies
of psychedelics that show how the brain builds consciousness of self and time, and
discusses pilot programs that use hallucinogens to treat severe depression, anxiety,
and addiction. If we want to understand our consciousness, our subjectivity,
Wittmann argues, we must not be afraid to break new ground. Studying altered states
of consciousness leads us directly to the heart of the matter: time and self, the
foundations of consciousness.

The Mind Illuminated
Foreword by Baroness Susan Greenfield CBE. In Neuroscience for Teachers:
Applying Research Evidence from Brain Science, Richard Churches, Eleanor Dommett
and Ian Devonshire expertly unpack, in an easy-to-read and instantly useable way,
what every teacher needs to know about the brain and how we really learn and what
that suggests for how they should teach. Everyone is curious about the brain
including your learners! Not only can knowing more about the brain be a powerful
way to understand what happens when your pupils and, of course, you pick up new
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knowledge and skills, but it can also offer a theoretical basis for established or new
classroom practice. And as the field of neuroscience uncovers more of nature's
secrets about the way we learn and further augments what we already know about
effective teaching this book advocates more efficient pedagogies rooted in a better
understanding and application of neuroscience in education. By surveying a wide
range of evidence in specific areas such as metacognition, memory, mood and
motivation, the teenage brain and how to cater for individual differences,
Neuroscience for Teachers shares relevant, up-to-date information to provide a
suitable bridge for teachers to transfer the untapped potential of neuroscientific
findings into practical classroom approaches. The key issues, challenges and
research are explained in clear language that doesn't assume a prior level of
knowledge on the topic that would otherwise make it inaccessible therefore enabling
more teachers to better comprehend the lessons from neuroscience while the authors
also take care to expose the ways in which 'neuromyths' can arise in education in
order to help them avoid these pitfalls. Laid out in an easy-to-use format, each
chapter features: 'Research Zones' highlighting particular pieces of research with a
supplementary insight into the area being explored; 'Reflection' sections that give you
something to think about, or suggest something you might try out in the classroom;
and concluding 'Next steps' that outline how teachers might incorporate the findings
into their own practice. The authors have also included a glossary of terms covering
the book's technical vocabulary to aid the development of teachers' literacy in the
field of neuroscience. Packed with examples and research-informed tips on how to
enhance personal effectiveness and improve classroom delivery, Neuroscience for
Teachers provides accessible, practical guidance supported by the latest research
evidence on the things that will help your learners to learn better. Suitable for LSAs,
NQTs, teachers, middle leaders, local authority advisers and anyone working with
learners.
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